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contention
culture
and 
history
Amidst erratic anthropogenic and environmental development, global societies are strained 
to respond to altering social, political, economic, and physical demands. Simultaneously, 
domestic permanence is challenged as unstable living conditions lead to ephemeral nomadism 
and forced globalization. While our zeitgeist is humanitarian response, that response is flawed 
by restrictive and undignified conditions. As such, this thesis aims to identify the most critical 
applications of rapid shelter, and respond with a domestic unit that promotes safety, dignity, 
and comfort. Through flat-packing and adaptable fabrication strategies accommodated by 
the ‘living hinge,’ as well as economic and environmental considerations of material lifespan, 
this unit will aim to bridge the existing voids between transient deployment and stable housing.
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abstract
Deployable homes have characterized the survivalist origins of our species, the lifestyles 
of disenfranchised populations, and the luxurious retreats of others. Still, a predominance of 
contemporary domestic space relies on the ‘permanently’ stationary and situated object. As the 
social and ecological conditions of our society are rapidly and continually fluctuating, we must 
reaffirm our association with deployable culture and expand the utilization of mobile and adaptable 
unit. Further, architecture must negotiate the contrasts between ephemerality and permanence. 
Through speculation of the social and sustainable implications of the deployable unit, issues of 
flexibility, material selection and afterlife, economics, ecology, and efficiency must all be critically 
considered. While music festivals, circuses, army basecamps, and other groups have exhibited 
potentials in the temporary building, few have standardized and optimized the type and process. 
Traditional Mongolian Yurts (gers) over time developed one of the most efficient and influential 
deployable units. Taking cultural values from the yurt type and others, Buckminster Fuller’s 
Dymaxion Deployment Unit later expanded those potentials to regularize fabrication and respond 
to social demand. 
Despite the potential necessity for wide-spread application, this thesis aims to deploy the mobile 
unit specifically refugee dwelling units to improve current conditions. These particular issues raise 
necessary concerns of domesticity, democracy, and human values. Ultimately, these factors will 
guide the unit design which aims to provide a mobile architecture that conveys humane qualities 
equal to, or greater than, any stationary architecture.
Traditionally the deployable unit has taken many forms of distribution and fabrication. Membranes, 
pneumatics, tensegrity structures, and capsules have characterized this range. However, this 
thesis will advance the capabilities of flat packed systems for their portability, transformability, and 
potentials for disassembly. Consequently, the resulting unit will allow a reconstitution of material 
after the life of the unit has been exceeded.
Initial research will display a range of impactful mobile units with a particular focus on extracting 
materiality and fabrication methods. Adding to this will be a clarification of what elements constitute 
human domestic space. Following this catalogue, construction and deployment of the resulting 
unit will exemplify the culmination of this work. In this way, this thesis seeks to align with the 
contentions of Peter Zumthor in Thinking Architecture, as he suggests that:
“Architecture is always concrete matter. Architecture is not abstract, but concrete. A plan, a 
project drawn on paper is not architecture but merely a more or less inadequate representation 
of architecture, comparable to sheet music. Music needs to be performed. Architecture needs to 
be executed.” 
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Walking City Continuous Monument
1964 1969
Ron Herron and Archigram 
proposed a mobile metropolis 
which could freely roam based 
around the availability of 
resources and manufacturing. 
The city buildings could act 
collectively or individually as 
needed and were controllable by 
owner desires.
Produced by Superstudio, this 
project speculated about a single 
piece of architecture that could 
span the entire world. In many 
ways this was a Utopian system 
of order, although its connection 
of different geographic locations 
makes it relevant to the history of 
nomadism.
Plug in CityTRENDS of 
DEPLOYMENT
and  MOBILITY
1964
This project from Archigram 
displayed the potentials not 
of city, but of megastructure. 
Still, the services incorporated 
were cognizant of issues of 
transportation and rapid urban 
transition. In these ways, it 
suggested liberation from 
suburbia through a nomadic 
lifestyle.
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No Stop City
Instant City
Trailer Cage
New Babylon
1969
1964
1967
1953-74
This work by Archizoom critiqued 
the growing mass consumption 
in modernism. They maximized 
the limits of industrialization, but 
also seem to create a network not 
unlike nomad communities or 
the ubiquity of disaster shelters 
(ie. Jean Prouve).
A work from Archigram, this 
project explored the potentials 
of utilizing an airship to 
deliver resources, cultural and 
educational, to remote areas. The 
inclusivity of the system and its 
geographic freedoms lend well to 
the ideas of nomadism, though it 
further critiqued mass culture.
Trailer Cage, by Archigram, most 
directly addressed transportable 
housing and particularly the 
Airstream unit. They were 
influenced most greatly by the 
trend of car ownership and the 
statistic that 1 in 6 single-family 
dwellings were classified as 
‘mobile.’
Constant’s project utilized 
megastructure to allow a societal 
divide for homo ludens. Through 
this floating city, an alternative 
reality would be available and 
allow for a segregated life of 
movement.
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Contemporary society is developing at a rate that exceeds architecture. 
Further, the stationary building is inadequate to respond effectively to 
technological and societal growth. The mobile unit can exhibit value for the 
workplace, the home, and modern communication. While I do not propose a 
complete abandonment of current architectural trends, portable architecture 
can demonstrate its assets through multiple fields, classes, and scales.
The pace of natural and anthropogenic disasters is increasing continuously 
and rapidly. Exploitation of land and resources, deep civil unrest, and 
commonality of climate degradation characterize some of these trends. While 
these conditions perhaps influence the greatest focus of nomadic lifestyle, 
they ultimately represent a forced condition. However, as the population of 
people in need of refuge further progresses, a more holistic societal shift 
towards a mobile lifestyle may become necessary or standardized. 
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“Architecture of the future will no longer be strictly the 
province of the static, the monumental, the permanent, 
but will share the stage with the ephemeral.”
Brian Chappel: Ephemeral Architecture
14
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how to deploy?
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deployable history
Deployed structures have characterized thousands of years of human building. Originally 
inspired by nomadic responses to climate and resources, this architecture was a necessary 
means to achieve shelter and home while managing lifestyle. It allowed for ephemeral 
and temporal occupation as well as mobility. However, as industrialization increased 
and agricultural technology permitted permanent residence, deployable units became a 
less preferred alternative. The apparent fragility seemed to convey a ‘cheap’ alternative 
to static building. In reality, deployable structures often can allow the same qualities of 
permanence and materiality. Further, due to the high attention to material, fabrication, 
and assembly, these units are also able to better address ecological, environmental, 
and material sustainability issues. These qualities, in conjunction with current global 
conditions, make deployable architecture a beneficial strategy to improve environmental 
degradation and improve globalization. 
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Deployable to appropriately move to into a 
needed position ready for use
capable of being carried and/
or moved due to lightness and 
small size. often contains a 
human capability.
lasting for a short and limited 
amount of time
to change behavior, functions, 
and/or form
an indefinite quality of lasting in 
an unchanged state
to change completely the 
structure and appearance
continued renewd use beyond 
normal expectations (reference 
to materiality)
relationship between organisms 
and their environment
promotion of human welfare 
and unbiased sympathy 
towards all humans
Portable
Ephemeral
Adaptation
Permanence
Transform
Afterl i fe
Ecology
Humanitarianism
cultural vernacular
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Summer House ‘K’ Container Units
1960’s 1987
This housing unit was an 
extension of the Metabolist ideals 
explored in the capsule tower. 
The prefabricated units show 
an attention to material reuse in 
terms of their replicability. As the 
unit would degrade, it could be 
replaced simply and renewed. 
The trend of shipping container 
homes demonstrates the 
ability for a shippable unit to be 
adapted on site. The endless 
interpretations of shipping unit 
homes shows that malleability, 
allow the methods of on-site 
fabrication often extend beyond 
common tools and skills.
Mobile HomeYurt
1929450BC
The mobile home gained 
popularity with the increased 
ownership of automobiles. The 
ease of maneuverability provided 
a freedom of lifestyle for nomadic 
people. Further, the streamlined 
fabrication process allowed for 
rapid production of home units. 
The traditional Mongolian yurt 
utilizes a kit-of-parts typology and 
emphasizes user engagement 
in the fabrication of the unit. 
This user control allows for the 
mobility of nomadic culture. 
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Dymaxion House
Micro Compact House
Maison Demontable
Cellophane House
1930
2005
1949
2008
Buckminster Fuller’s housing unit 
critiqued housing constructional 
processes and allowed for 
a kit-of-parts assembly on 
site. The unit was addressed 
contemporary mass production 
as well and provided a dynamic 
tensile structure. 
This housing unit explores 
deployable technology through 
the capsule or pod.  Able to be 
trucked or craned into place, the 
home has reasonably low impact 
on the site and maximizes interior 
spatial potentials to comfortably 
inhabit a small space. 
Prouve’s housing unit 
maximized the potentials of kit-
of-part construction. Intended to 
alleviate housing shortages in 
post-war France, the efficiency of 
fabrication was enhanced by the 
flat packing potentials. 
The cellophane house was highly 
engineered as a prefabricated 
unit off-site with limited on-
site assembly. The attention 
on potentials for stacked 
prefabrication offers further 
options for compact ‘urban’ living 
situations as well as the technical 
extents of the fabrication method. 
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the yurt
With Mongolian roots, the yurt type is the penultimate example of the nomadic unit. Forced 
to move by resources and climate, the yurt could be assembled or disassembled within a few 
hours. The parts would then be transported with the people by horse to the next destination. 
Its adaptations were primarily focused on the comfort of climate, allowing warmer interior or 
increased ventilation. Still, while the optimization of material made nomadism possible, the 
interior of the yurt represented a proper and cultural identified domestic space.
materials
& tools
ox, horse, or camels 
as means of mobility
disassembled 
materials & tools
assembled on-site quickly 
with minimal resources
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Dome (Heat/
Smoke Ventilation)
Roof Covering
Membrane
Crown (Tooni)
Structural Roof
Members (Uni)
Latice (Hana)
Stainless Steel
Tension Cable
Exterior Membrane
Door Threshold (Haalga)
Foundation / Decking
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the mobile home
Housing a range of lifestyles from bohemian young adults to grandparents maintaining 
close proximity to children, the Airstream was one of the more successful versions of the 
mobile home. While these types have come in varying appearances and by differing modes 
of transportation, the Airstream represented an ideal with the ability to be towed by any 
car or truck. The more contemporary trailer unit lacks the ease of mobility that makes the 
mobile home so prevalent.
standalone unit private automobile as 
means of mobility
situated on site indefinitely 
with no assembly
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Rivetted Sheet Aircraft
Grade Aluminum Shell 
with Silicon Sealant
at seams.
Interior liner of 
Batt Insulation
Plywood Subfloor 
with a Vinyl 
Finished Floor
Fiberglass Shower
Plywood Furniture 
with Convertible 
Couches and Beds
Steel Framed 
Trailer Base
Galvanized Steel 
or Aluminum 
Metal Studs
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the transformed home
Transformed structures call attention to adaptability of form and material. Here, the 
popularized shipping container unit has developed into an effective domestic space with the 
potential to be used in different ways to meet different lives and needs. Also significantly, this 
trend arose from a decrease in trade and a subsequent abundance of shipping containers. 
Their cheapness and availability demonstrated a resourceful and opportunistic material 
usage. 
shipping 
frieght
retired shipping 
container
on-site work 
and adaptation
container unit 
situated on site
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Cor-ten 
Weathering
Steel Shell
Cor-ten Steel
Framing
Plywood Custom
Fit Furniture
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the demountable home
The demountable unit possesses qualities both of deployable and mobile architecture. In 
this precedent, Jean Prouve’s Maison Demontable, both are embodied in response to a 
shortage of housing in post-World War II France. The central steel compass component 
merges the wooden vertical surfaces with the steel framed structure and allows for simple 
on-site assembly.  With only three people, the unit can be fully pieced together in less 
than two days. Further, the process of bolting allows for disassembly, mobility, or material 
afterlife depending on need. 
materials and 
components
shipping to site disassembled 
unit
demountable house 
assembly on-site
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1.5’ Steel Roof
Segments 
Steel Framed
Roof Structure
Folded Steel 
Structural Fork
Wooden Plank
Wall System
28
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potential applications
Mobile architecture could produce solutions to social issues of rapidly evolving 
technologies and incapable stationary cities. It could suggest a return to nomadic culture, 
not just as an alternative but as a standard. However, this work will focus on the potentials 
for portable architecture to solve humanitarian crisis. Traditionally, organizations such as 
FEMA or the United Nations have deployed units for these causes. Still, the typical tent 
camp compounds are unsuited to human domesticity. Ultimately, these units must be 
more than shelters for survival and encompass the true values of human living.
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migrant farm housing
Migrant farmer housing worldwide and through the United States has seen deplorable 
conditions of living. In New York, Florida, Texas, and most notably California (popularized 
in the Dust Bowl era), housing for seasonal migrant farmers is unsanitary, unsafe, and 
unsuited for living. After working in unprotected hours and conditions, the migrant farmer 
lifestyle is made more difficult by issues of family, transportation, proximity to farm, and 
comfort. 
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Communal shared living space for migrant farm workers. Each ‘beds’ is used by 
numerous people according to shifts and cycles of field work.
Migrant worker housing on Californian farm ground at the start of the twentieth century. 
The small spaces are shared by entire families.
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post-disaster housing
Natural disasters are becoming more frequent and more intense as a result of the changing 
and worsening climate. Following these events, often many people are displaced from 
their homes with no place to live. Shelter camps provide bare necessities, but are truly an 
inadequate solution for housing that is often extended past its temporary intentions.  
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Temporary mass occupation tent shelters for post-disaster conditions. 
Field of temporary single family pod units for post-disaster conditions.
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the nomad shelter
Nomadic lifestyles were common in sustenance based lifestyles which followed shifts in 
natural resources and climate. However, nomads exist even in contemporary society in a 
multitude of ways. Gypsies, backpackers, technological millennial professions, and baby-
boomer retirees may rely less on the land, but travel and gather similarly. Ultimately, both 
individual freedoms and community bonds are sought through nomadism.
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Two-person camping tent for nomadism by choice. Minimized to the support stakes and 
thin membrane.
Grounds of a nomadic community showing individual living units as well as larger 
common spaces. 
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the homeless shelter
Homelessness is an issue prevalent in almost any city. People who endure this lifestyle 
typically do not do it by choice, but rather by necessity. Due to unpredictable political and 
economic conditions, as well as personal employment, it is difficult to gauge how brief or 
lengthy these situations may continue. Still, the requirement for movement and low cost 
often initiates architectural resourcefulness for basic shelter.
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Mid 1900’s homeless living space in makeshift box shelter.
Contemporary homeless conditions under a highway overpass in Fresno, California.
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refugee housing
Around the world, violence and war make life unbearable in peoples’ homes. As a result, 
they are displaced within and outside of their nation. Issues of family and community 
become critical concerns while the lives of children are altered by lack of parents, home, 
and education. While the United Nations has provided shelter for some of the refugees 
globally, the housing solutions are intended to be more temporary than they often are. Still, 
the potentials of re-deplorability are valuable and necessary.
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United Nations shelter tent grouping for Libya refugee relief.
Syrian refugee camp conditions in Bulgaria with more permanent living conditions. 
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59.5 MILLION
19.5 MILLION
38.2 MILLION
14.4 MILLION
250,000
120
forcibly displace worldwide
outside of their own nation
internally displaced
refugees cared for by the UNHCR
refugees returned home in 2009...
a significant low annual return rate
cities addressing refugee groups
Longer time being spent as displaced refugees 
than ever before.
Primary Regions of Conflict:
Syrian Arab Republic, Afghanistan, Somalia, 
Darfur, Colombia, Democratic Republic of the 
Congo, Rwanda.
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programmatic vernacular
Refugee a person who is forcibly displaced 
from their home due to anthropogenic 
or natural disaster
a person who has fled their home due 
to dangers but still awaits acceptance 
and protection as a refugee
IDPs are people who have fled their 
home due to dangers but have not 
crossed any international boundaries 
for sanctuary. They remain under their 
government’s protection. 
United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees, founded in 1950 to protect 
refugees internationally
the movement of refugees and IDPs 
who are displaced by natural or 
anthropogenic disasters 
movement away from a place of origin
promotion of human welfare and 
unbiased sympathy towards all humans
Asylum Seaker
Internal 
Displacement
UNHCR
Forced 
Migration 
Displacement
Humanitarianism
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internally displaced persons
in millions
source: statistical yearbook 2013
www.unhcr.org/statistics | stats@unhcr.org
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
refugees
asylum seekers 
20152014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
20
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20
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20
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2000
1999
1998
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1996
1995
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1
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59.5 MILLION
24th
ITALY
The global refugee
populations of It would 
be the
largest country
in the world
equates to the entire
population of
place  o f  o r ig in
27%
8%
28%
47%Other
Syria
Afghaistan
Somalia
age o f  re fugees
46%
3%
>60
years
<18 
years
18-59 
years 51%
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capital
village
village
village
town
town
way station
way station
way station
way station
transit center
transit center
international border
set back distance 
of 50km
reception 
point
transit center
transit center
way station
way station
host family
urban self-settlement
rural self-settlement
collective centers
self-settled camps
planned camps
grouped
settlement
dispersed 
settlement
At the point of reception, this thesis aims to 
situate itself within the context of self-settled 
and planned group settlements.  
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“We are witnessing a paradigm change, an unchecked 
slide into an era in which the scale of global forced 
displacement as well as the response required 
is now clearly dwarfing anything seen before.”
Antonio Guterres: UN High Commissioner for Refugees
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REFUGEE
CAMPS
TOP 5
Dadaab
IN POPULATION
population equivalents
New Orleans, LA Syracuse, NY Lowell, MA Penn State University Beijing National Stadium
Dadaab remains the world’s 
largest refugee camp with over 
350,000 residents, over 200,000 
who are under the age of 18. This 
enormous population is actually 
one of the few examples of 
decreasing numbers, down from 
over 463,000 just three years ago. 
The camp occupies about 15 sq. 
miles of Kenya and is continually 
growing. It was founded 24 years 
ago following the Somalian civil 
war. Initially, the space was only 
intended to accommodate 
90,000 people.
Hagadera
Established 23 years ago in 
association with Dadaab, 
Hagadera marks the second great 
refugee population with over 
120,000 people. Located in 
Kenya, this camp also is home 
primarily to Somalian refugees. In 
2012, 10,000 of the 100,000+ 
refugees were relocated to other 
camps to alleviate congestion 
indicating a mobile network of 
camps under protection of the 
UNHCR.
Ifo 2 West
Ifo 2 West was established in 
connection with Ifo following the 
civil unrest and famine within 
Somalia during 2011. Its primary 
intention was to alleviate the 
congestion of Ifo, again 
demonstrating camp mobility. A 
much more recent addition in 
2011, Ifo 2 operates on only 3.8 
sq. miles of land and 
accommodates116,000 refugees. 
Za’atri
Only three years old, Z’atari is 
become a prominent refugee 
camp after the inux of Syrian 
people. Located in Jordan, this 
temporary settlement is becoming 
increasingly permanent with its 
rapidly increasing population. 
Covering a small area of 1.2 sq. 
miles, it is currently home to 
almost 80,000 refugees. 
Ifo
The Ifo settlement is home to 
over 96,000 people. With 
environmental issues at mind, 
each refugee was granted tree 
seedlings to plant within their 
plot. Originating in 1991, the 
camp is still host to refugees 
from 10 dierent nations. 
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CAMPS
TOP 5
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1950’s American Suburban House and Family
The prototypical suburban house is a home, not because 
of its appearance exclusively or its geographic location. 
Rather, it is a home as a result of the self-sufficiency 
and dignity it allows for its occupants. With the ability to 
live individually or with family, it provides privacy from 
whatever community it attaches to. Additionally, the 
utilities allow the user to live a humane lifestyle at their 
own discretion. While it does protect those inside from 
the environment, it ultimately is much more than the basic 
human need for shelter. 
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United Nations Refugee Mass Tent Shelter
Refugee tent shelters are just that; shelters. They provide 
minimal protection from inclimate weather and human 
attacks. Still, they are known to collapse due to weather 
conditions and are constantly victim to community attacks 
for personal reasons. They rely on shared resources 
for utilities, as they typically only provide the very bare 
necessities. Many families are split up or mixed together 
and privacy is essentially unavailable. 
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From the collection, Family Stuff, this photograph was part 
of a series that removed people’s personal belongings 
from their living units. In urban and rural areas, the 
separation of the domestic shell and the contents that 
fill at gave meaning to the humane qualities of ‘home.’ 
Additionally, the high levels of similarities in belongings 
throughout different cultures suggest that ‘home’ can be 
less form derivative and more object driven.
humane
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Element House, from MOS Architects, proposes a small 
and deployable capsule home unit that can be aggregated 
into larger networks of domestic space. While the spaces 
can be associated with domesticity, ultimately it is the form 
that ties the project to the idea of ‘home.’ The chimney 
(which functions as a light-well), the pitched roof, and the 
picture window characterize the critical forms. While the 
digital generation of the project obscured the edges, the 
easily recognizable components help to define the formal 
qualities of home.
formal
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IKEA has utilized its flat packing potentials to provide a 
new form of emergency shelters for victims of natural and 
human disasters in partnership with the United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees. The unit is solar 
powered and lightweight in its materiality. It can easily 
be assembled and sleeps a total of five people. This unit 
comes as an alternative to the tents and converted mass-
shelters that have previously characterized humanitarian 
housing conditions. Ultimately, the project aims to provide 
dignity for people in need, although perhaps lacks in 
attributes of domesticity as well as permanence of home 
as the unit lifespan is only three years.
IKEA
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Prouve’s Maison Desmontable was employed through a 
somewhat similar social condition of post-war housing 
shortage and exhibited some level of flat pack design. 
Maybe more accurately, it demonstrated a highly 
systemized kit of components. The unit could be fully 
assembled and disassembled using basic tools and few 
people. Though it had the potential for mass production 
(intended for French colonies in Africa) it was never fully 
realized. Despite the mobility and temporality, its material 
palate and performative qualities perhaps achieve a 
stronger quality of domesticity. Still, the variation in part 
componentry could entail a more strained production 
and assembly chain.  
Jean Prouve
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proper site placement
rodent control roof structure for wind flow
fire prevention structure in earthquake zones
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proper roof pitch tipping in high winds
roof pitch too low shearing in high winds
roof pitch too high landscaped wind protection
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The modified tent adheres itself to a secondary 
structure to extend individual or family space, 
increase privacy, and strengthen protection from 
the elements. 
The ubiquitous tent shelter, that is so common in 
refugee situations, serves a variety of functions 
from domestic space to camp stores. It is also one 
of the quickest assemblies, most lightweight, and 
small packing shelter methods.
tent membrane
modified tent
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The modified pod demonstrates the synthesis of 
deployed and local material. Through this method, 
the living unit can be extended, made more 
permanent, and more communal if desired. 
The capsule or pod unit has grown in popularity, 
particularly in recognized long-term camp 
conditions. The hard exterior increases protection 
both from weather conditions and other refugees.
 prefab pod unit
modified pod unit
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how materials deploy
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“Because of the way in which the world is 
changing, technologically, socially, economically 
and culturally, it is probable that portable design is 
as important now as it was when the nomadic way 
of life was the dominant one across the planet.”
Tom Corkett: New Portable Architecture
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yF lat  Packing folding, hinged, or otherwise spacially 
efficient kits. intent for transportation 
through standard means. can be 
prefabricated and has the potential for 
quick assembly
sophisticated hinged system utilizing a 
scissor mechanism to produce a shell 
when unfurled
typically a thin, natural or synthetic, 
layer fitted to a shell of framing system. 
Often very lightweight
mechanized system utilizing air and 
pressure to inflate a shell, often a thin 
and light layer
a combination of ‘tension’ and 
‘integrity,’ this system utilizes a 
balance of tension members rather 
than compression struts. 
typically assembled prior to delivery 
or arrival, these units address issues 
of micro living and ‘drop in place’ 
architecture.
Pantograph
Membrane Systems
Pneumatic Systems
Tensegrity Structures
Pods & Capsules
deployment  vernacular
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Pneumatic system’s greatest potential is perhaps 
is their ability to ship as only a thin membrane, but 
connect to an on-site system which allows space 
forming. Still, the membrane is often not viable in 
many environments. 
 Flat packing systems are one of the most ideal and 
utilized in refugee response situations. Their ability 
to be condensed and shipped in greater quantity, 
as well as their potential for adaptation on-site, 
make them a successful strategy. 
flat packing
pneumatic
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Typical pod and capsule units utilize the potentials 
of pre-fabricated structures. Although their 
transportation is limited as a result, the readiness 
on-site is a tremendous advantage to quick 
deployment.
The packing ability of tensegrity structure 
components is useful in addition to high strength 
to weight ratio. This combination allows for giving 
them great potential for light and strong units. 
tensegrity
pods & capsules
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PRIORITY
of CARE
PRIORITY of
PRESENCE
clothes
UN officials UN officials UN officials
shelter shelter
ambassadors
clothes clothes
blankets blankets blankets
shelter shelter
mattress
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UN officials UN officials
shelter shelter
shelter materials
ambassadors
fortified shelter
fortified shelter
fortified shelter
clothes clothes clothes clothes
blankets blankets blankets blankets
shelter shelter shelter shelter
mattress mattress mattress mattress
windproofing windproofing windproofing windproofing
stove stove stove
floor floor
wall & roof insulation
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source
supplier
local
source
international
warehouse
regional
warehouse
national
warehouse
distribution
point
families
local
warehouse
satelite
warehouse
From agencies and organizations globally, the materials 
deployed for refugee conditions are transported thousands 
of miles at extreme costs. In addition to the long time-lag of 
deployment, this method of transportations is ineffective to 
quick solutions and negatively impactful on environmental 
conditions. As a result, adding a local source on the alternate 
side of distribution could produce a beneficial relationship 
between deployed and local material for quick application 
and environmental consciousness.
material distribution
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The refugee camp situates itself between the governance 
of the host nation and the agency which supports it. While 
the cooperation of these both is critical, ultimately each has 
separate and differentiating interests. As the host nation is 
expending resources intended for its initial population, there 
is an investment on recycling materials and resources back 
into the industries and cycles of the country. Alternatively, 
although the support agency is prepared to deploy people, 
materials, and tools, it is most often not economically 
advantageous to seek return on those materials. 
support
agency
materials
& systems
refugee
camp
host
nation
input materials 
& resources
recycled materials 
& resources
material cycle
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germany
The suggested application within this category differs from traditional mass 
camps seen often in areas like Jordan and Turkey. Rather, the focus is on 
a deeper globalization that troubles nations like Germany and Sweden. As 
asylum seekers arrive unannounced, officials are challenged to provide 
adequate housing. In times of drastic population growth as a result of refugee 
paths, there exists a failure to integrate all people into traditional housing. It 
is in this gap that this thesis hopes to amend qualities of domesticity in semi-
permanent deployable housing. 
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unit section axon
n.t.s.
1. high density polypropylene sheet cladding (offset 3” from section end)
2. MemBrain smart vapor retardant
3. Aerogel Spaceloft insulation
4. steel C bracket between ½” MDO sheets
5. back to back 1 5/8” Unistrut framing
6. ABS plastic hinge brace to hold curve and transfer load
7. high tension steel wiring maintain structural form and stability
8. Unistrut connections to bolt panels, hook furniture, and lengthen vertical structure
9. MDO living hinge half to form joint with its negative for foundation
10. poured-in-place concrete foundation formed by the living hinge
11. opposing living hinge foundation component
12. folding bed/chair/work surface stored within the wall poche
13. battery operated LED lighting alternating sides
14. lift-off and continuous hinges to accommodate furniture
15. MDO floor surface
16. 2” rigid foam insulation taped at seams
17. Membraine smart vapor retarder and air barrier film
18. 2”x6” framing lumber raised floor structure
19. Tiger Brand adjustable mini columns
u
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Some of the available systems within the home that provide the dignity of self-
sufficiency include a gravity fed water system and composting toilet (both truck 
serviced), a drainage splash plate, thermoformed plastic shower features, a propane 
stove with a conversion for wood stove use, a flexible solar panel with interior power 
storage, a USB and DC outlet, and finally a series of battery powered LED lights.
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unit axon
n.t.s.
the living hinge filleted edge allows a better treatment 
of corners while the pattern’s interlocking creates 
seamlessness between sections 
custom kerf cut ABS plastic bracing ribs transfer the 
vertical loads while also setting the formal curvature by 
locking into the hinge sheets
vertical loads are primarily carried by the 1 5/8” back 
to back Unistrut framing which is plated between to 
MDO sheets; the flexible interior and rigid exterior
the living hinge functions at different scales to 
accommodate a total design of space
the hinge also works as a positive/negative to allow 
ventilation on both ends of the unit
the living hinge acts as a positive/negative to form the 
foundation base for the poured-in-place strip footings
the northern edge of the unit houses the optional or 
added utilities. the above storage space carries the 
gravity fed water system and batteries of the solar 
panel, while below a propane stove and compositing 
toilet accommodate the basic necessities
structural and adjustable mini columns raise the unit 
for weather and rodent protection while the threaded 
rod can mediate varying terrain
the southern end of the unit maximizes daylighting 
through translucent polycarbonate infilled with Aerogel 
for added thermal protection. it formally insets to 
incorporate a porch for gathering and entry. a locking 
door mechanism is also included.
the edge sections of the unit utilize additional Unistrut 
framing to laterally strengthen the structure while also 
allowing an additional 28.5 sq. ft. of storage space on 
either end
the cladding structure counters traditional shelter 
thinness with a 5” thick wall structure. the exterior vapor 
barriers and insulation allow improved performance
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project description
Through the unit’s deployment, from raw material through component recycling, the 
utilization of lamination is critical. Through industrial lamination, the hinged sheet goods 
take on a great performance value while still minimizing onsite assembly. Acting similar 
to structural insulated panels (SIPS), the wall panels aggregate with ease while also 
minimizing part variation. 
The panel thickness (6”) gives a quality of poche which accommodates an element of 
storage. The interlocking foundation bases, individual beds, and shelving all develop as 
a continuation of the wall surfaces. End panels act as jigs to set form during assembly 
while ABS plastic components lock the panels into position and carry the vertical loads 
through the Unistrut channels. 
In plan, the flexibility of space is demonstrated through the hinged furniture elements. 
Additionally, the simplistic programmatic arrangement is visible in the seven 3’ sections 
of the unit. The inner five act as the primary living spaces while both ends house 
domestic and system elements. These range from storage, cooking, and utility space 
to a social porch space.
In section, the emphasis on wall performance is reinforced. The thickness which 
contradicts traditional emergency shelters is the result of a layering of materials. These in 
combination produce a unit enclosure with a high R-value and total weather protection. 
Seams are minimized as well which is an added benefit of the sheet material hinge.
Each section of the unit acts similarly in its lamination. Specific materials are called out 
in the unit section axon which allow for the necessary performative qualities. At its core 
though, the dually layered MDO sheets mounted on Unistrut channels form the interior 
and exterior surfaces. The general assembly sequence suggests a horizontal assembly 
of each section which can be tilted up in place under the OSHA weight restrictions. 
Once in place, the hinges and foundations are infilled with a high strength and quick 
curing concrete to solidify the form and provide the necessary home lifespan. 
From the social to the tectonic contention, the means of deployment and fabrication, as 
well as the performative and programmatic qualities of home, are the key parameters 
which have guided the merger of living hinge technology and humanitarian housing 
relief. 
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unit plan
1” = 1’
10’2”
22’3’
3’
3’
3’4”
3’
3’
3’4”
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1 2x6 base frame 
constructed on 6” 
mini-columns. frame 
optional depending on 
terrain and climate.
3 positive and negative 
hinges are unfolded and 
connected to solidify the 
foundation form.
4 the end cap is utilized 
as a jig to set the curve 
of the interior sections.
5 kerf cut abs plastic 
integrates into the open 
hinge and carries the 
vertical loads.
9 end cap sections are 
added with additional 
lateral structure to 
support the unit.
10 The empty foundation 
hinges are infilled with 
quick curing concrete 
and capped with plastic 
clad rigid insulation.
11 full constructed unit
8 all five interior sections 
are adhered.
6 all upper hinges are 
solidified with quick 
curing concrete mixture 
against plastic sheathing. 
7 the interior panels are tiled 
up into position and fastened 
with a sips strategy.
2 flooring system of MDO and 
rigid insulation is fastened 
over the vapor barrier.
sequence of construction
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sequence of deployment
1 raw materials harvested 
and distributed for 
material production and 
unit off-site construction.
4 on-site arrival provides all 
panel parts and is 
supplemented by concrete 
or other local materials
2 pre-fabricated parts are 
shipped as flat packing 
panels to on-site assembly 
5 living hinge parts are 
used to form 3’ portions 
of a curved strip footing 
with a lateral support lip
7 each horizontal is then 
tilted up in place onto 
the stip foundation
8 the two end sections 
provided domestic 
spaces while offering 
lateral stability.
9 the hardening material 
can be knocked out 
and the ‘raw’ materials 
deconstructed.
9 the ‘raw’ materials can 
finally be reintegrated 
into the material industry 
of the host nation.
6 the five panel system 
forms a 3’ section of the 
unit and utilizes three 
different forms. concrete 
and/or resin are then 
used to solidify the form.
3 standard iso shipping 
containers will ship 
approximately 4 units 
greater distances 
where smaller trucks 
can pick up one 
unit’s part at a time
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contention
deploy
and 
fabricate
Amidst erratic anthropogenic and environmental development, global societies are strained 
to respond to altering social, political, economic, and physical demands. Simultaneously, 
domestic permanence is challenged as unstable living conditions lead to ephemeral nomadism 
and forced globalization. While our zeitgeist is humanitarian response, that response is flawed 
by restrictive and undignified conditions. As such, this thesis aims to identify the most critical 
applications of rapid shelter, and respond with a domestic unit that promotes safety, dignity, 
and comfort. Through flat-packing and adaptable fabrication strategies accommodated by 
the ‘living hinge,’ as well as economic and environmental considerations of material lifespan, 
this unit will aim to bridge the existing voids between transient deployment and stable housing.
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project description
The ethical, economic, and material issues surrounding shelter units derived the 
utilization of the living hinge, or integral hinge, typology. Originating from kerf cuts, the 
method of achieving flexibility from rigid material through strategic material reduction 
developed more ornately to enhance performance. Still, most commonly this hinge type 
can be seen in industrial design applications such as water bottle and container lids. 
In those applications, a properly designed hinge has never worn out through testing, 
which is typically terminated following one million flexes. While the testing involved in 
this thesis has not undergone such an extensive quantity of tests, it has proven the 
viability of the hinges in both isotropic and homogeneous materials. 
The hinge readily accepts varied and extreme formations and can accommodate 
shifts from the ‘x’ to ‘y’ plane. In the following pages, the morphology of the hinge 
can exemplify some of the subtle and extreme formations. In the unit itself, the hinge 
functions more one dimensionally Largely this can be attributed to the consistency of 
fabrication which was guided by the social and political requirements of the refugee 
housing requirements.
Also critical in this realm of deployable housing, the living hinge promotes the ability 
for flat packing and can reduce on-site fabrication by optimizing sheet goods rather 
than small componentry. These issues surrounding deployment and fabrication are 
ultimately the core parameters which have guided the work. This thesis suggests that 
through these means exists the potential for more adequate emergency humanitarian 
housing response. 
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